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Building dirt: Louis Bromfield, a novelist with some novel ideas
By Curtis Seltzer
BLUE GRASS, Va.—Country property has always attracted a bit more than
its fair share of philosophers, utopians, missionaries, dreamers, writers and
nuts.
As farmers, many in this group fail, some despite their best efforts, other
because of them. Jefferson and his plantation were essentially bankrupt when
he died, though we now celebrate his experimentalism.
Writers who farm tend to be wealthier than farmers who write. It’s clearly
easier to persuade the public that a dopey plot is worth reading than it is to
persuade the dumbest househusband that a comparably rotten potato is worth
eating.
Louis Bromfield is no longer a household name except maybe around his
farm near Mansfield, Ohio, but he once was rich and famous.
Bromfield won a Pulitzer Prize for a novel in the 1920s, followed by a
number of bestsellers. He wrote from the countryside of northern France. He
was admired and connected. When war clouds gathered in the late 1930s, he
chucked France and fiction to return to Pleasant Valley where he had been
raised.
He was looking for the innocence and agricultural plenty of his youth. He
bought his first three farms when snow covered the land. In the spring, he
discovered that he owned unproductive, eroding dirt—worn-out farm land
that couldn’t pay for itself.
Bromfield eventually acquired 1,000 such acres divided among four farms.
He found that necessity forced him to change his land and himself. He
became a dirt guru, writing books about soil-building practices like tilling,
mulching and manuring.
He called his place, Malabar. It survives as a state park that combines a
certain amount of farming with even-more-certain amounts of visitor-oriented
activities and stuff to buy. info@malabarfarm.org.
Bromfield hated the dirt-poor agriculture he found left after decades of deep
plowing, overgrazing and running row crops up and down hillsides rather
than along contours. He hated farmers farming poorly and being poor, which
were connected in his thinking.

Materialism, greed and ignorance, he believed, had combined to wreck
American farming in the 20s and 30s. If dirt could once again be made
productive, if farmers learned to work with, rather than against, Nature, he
thought they could regain independence and financial security.
So he began rebuilding his own dirt as a way to fix farming and bring a
measure of prosperity to farmers. He developed and followed principles of
soil conservation as well as many of the precepts of what we now know as
sustainable agriculture. But he opposed both forcing farmers to practice
conservation and subsidizing such efforts, our current policy. He thought
knowledge and self-interest would do the trick.
Bromfield organized Malabar as a voluntary Soviet-style collective with him
and his pocketbook as the State. Each of his farmers was given a rent-free
house and above-average salary. They called him, “The Boss.” He used
writing money to subsidize the application of these ideas.
Bromfield’s soil-conversation results appealed to the thousands of farmers
who visited each year. They wanted to restore their own land, produce better
crops and make more money.
His ideas on social and economic organization went nowhere. No one
replicated his paternalistic model of do-good capitalism with its oldMacDonald resistance to “industrialized” agriculture. Malabar State Park
does not trumpet Bromfield’s odd mix of anti-capitalist capitalism and antiStalinist Groucho-Marxism.
He built and lived in what he called, the Big House—the spot where Lauren
Bacall married Humphrey Bogart. Celebrities visited, bringing their
spotlights to worms and dirt. He wrote farm books, did a radio show and
spread his gospel.
Many of Bromfield’s principles on sustainable agriculture are now widely
accepted. (www.sare.org; http://atta.ncat.org; and
www.sustainableagriculture.net.) Some ideas, like “whatever is to be sold off
the farm has to walk off,” are not.
His hope that a sustainable agriculture would lead to a sustainable farm
business did not work out. Self-sufficiency, however it was defined, did not
happen. Malabar does not appear to have been profitable. Whether it could
have been brought back without Bromfield’s writing-based subsidies is
debatable.
The “greener” a farm is, the more expensive its set-up investment and the
higher-priced its products—at least, that’s what I’ve seen. The greenest
agriculture often seems to be the work of those who made their money doing

something other than farming. They sell to folks like themselves. If Whole
Foods Market can ever price tomatoes for a Wal-Mart shopper like me, a real
change will have occurred.
Bromfield helped another ahead-of-his-time crank, Edward H. Faulkner,
author of Ploughman’s Folly. Faulkner argued that the then-standard practice
of deep plowing destroyed soil and lowered yields. He advocated abolishing
the moldboard plow, for which the agriculture establishment of that era called
him a whack-job. (Folly is online at
http://journeytoforever.org/farm_library/folly/follyToC.html.)
Faulkner’s argument was based on his experiments on two acres of rented
land in Elyria, Ohio. Today, much of his work in “conservation tillage” is
widely practiced in various forms. Farmers made his book a bestseller and
changed the way they thought and did.
The notion that runs through writer-farmers like Jefferson, Tolstoy and
Bromfield to the sustainable farmers of our day is that better knowledge
produces better practices which produce better results. While I agree with
this, I’ve also seen the human urge to force Nature to do what we want
produce unintended consequences and harm.
Every farmer has an idea of how to do farming. Calling it a philosophy suits
some. In others, it’s just a small notion—like preserve the dirt and keep the
water reasonably clean.
Bromfield was more at peace failing at farming than succeeding at fiction.
Had he been a bad writer, however, he would have never been able to give
farming a go or make the part of his reputation that endures.
His need to rebuild Malabar’s dirt led to new ways of thinking about and
doing agriculture, which led to rebuilding his writing and new ways of doing
that. Had he not been a writer, his work at Malabar would have likely stayed
a secret in Pleasant Valley.
He died thinking that he had done some worthwhile things. Those who
remember him, agree.
Curtis Seltzer, land consultant, is the author of How To Be A DIRT-SMART
Buyer of Country Property at www.curtis-seltzer.com. He holds a Class A
residential contractor’s license in Virginia and has lived in a now 90-year-old
farmhouse for 25 years.
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